Abstract-We firstly suggest privacy protection cache policy applying the duty to delete personal information on a hybrid main memory system. This cache policy includes generating random data and overwriting the random data into the personal information. Proposed cache policy is more economical and effective regarding perfect deletion of data.
I. INTRODUCTION
On, May 13, 2014 , the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) announced the historical decision in personal information protection, which is "the right to be forgotten" in the context of data processing on internet search engines [1] , [2] . CJEU decided that the internet service providers (ISPs) of the search engines would be responsible for the processing of personal information in web pages by third parties [3] . Recently Sachiko Kanamori, Kanako Kawaguchi, and Hidema Tanaka introduced the scheme for the right to be forgotten using secret sharing and digital watermarking in social networking services (SNSs) [4] . And Hiroki Yamazawa, Kazuki Maeda, Tomoko Ogura Iwasaki and Ken Takeuchi at Chuo University proposed privacy-protection solid state storage (PP-SSS) system for internet data's "the right to be forgotten", in which data lifetime is specified without file system overhead [5] . The PP-SSS controls data lifetime using precision error correction code (ECC) and crush techniques. Naturally, the right to be forgotten in system memories should be considered. Especially, if system memories are configured to include a non-volatile memory [6] , the internet providers ISPs should design the system memories to meet "the duty to delete" in the non-volatile memory, overwhelming "the right to be forgotten".
II. Rerated Works
Recently, hybrid main memory systems include a central processing unit (CPU), a volatile memory such as a dynamic random access memory (DRAM) and a non-volatile memory (NVM) such as a 3D Xpoint memory, a NAND flash memory, a phase change memory (PCM), a spin transfer torque random access memory (STT-RAM), a ferro-magnetic RAM (FeRAM), etc referring to Fig.  1 [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] . CPU may access caches of DRAM in processes. If a cache is not used by CPU for a predetermined time, the dirty cache is flushed to NVM according to a cache policy [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] . That is, DRAM flushes the dirty cache to NVM. Then the dirty But, complete deletion of NVM cannot be achieved. This is because the physical deletion is too expensive in regard with time, power consumption, etc. Generally, the mapping table of NVM is only changed to CPU request, still existing the original data, that is personal information in NVM. In fact, Juniang Shu etc. studied data a remanence experiment on mobile devices: data cleaning, application uninstallation, factory reset [15] . At least 40% data remanence rate of the target deleted files still remains on mobile devices by 9 weeks. If the target deleted files (that is cache) are personal information, this situation is very serious. We have to strongly apply the duty to delete cache data on NVM. We are called to Privacy Protection Cache Policy on the hybrid main memory.
III. PRIVACY PROTECTION CACHE POLICY
We suggest that the original cache data be overwritten to random cache data in response to the privacy protection request of CPU. Herein the random cache data are internally generated in NVM on receiving the request from CPU. The generation schemes of random cache data change according to types of NVM. For example, if NVM is an over-writable memory, such as 3D-Xpoint, PRAM, MRAM, ReRAM, etc., the random cache data may be generated by a random number. Then NVM overwrites the generated random cache data into the corresponding cache data. On the other hand, if NVM is not over-writable memory, such as a NAND flash memory, the random cache data may be only generated in limited environments. According to the above Privacy Protection Cache Policy, we utilize random data to overwrite the original cache data. As a result, the dirty cache having personal information is changed into random cache data.
IV. PRIVACY PROTECTION CACHE POLICY ON HYBRID MAIN MEMORY
We introduce the privacy protection mode of the hybrid main memory bellows. In the privacy protection mode, DIMM may receive overwrite request from the processor, and delete personal information by overwriting random data. Where the random data may be transferred to DIMM with the overwrite request. And, in the privacy protection, 3D-Xpoint memory may receive the deletion request for personal information, search valid/invalid personal information in response to the deletion request, delete the searched personal information by overwriting random data, and verify the 
A. Random Data Generation
The 3D-Xpoint memory may generate random data in response to the deletion request from the processor. The random data may be generated by the random number generator in the 3D-Xpoint memory.
B. Fully/Partially Overwriting
Firstly, the personal information is fully overwritten according to the random data. Secondly, the personal information is partially overwritten according to the random data. Accordingly, types of the random data are determined by the above overwriting degree about the personal information, referring to FIG. 3 
V. CONCLUSION
We introduced the privacy protection cache policy on the hybrid main memory. The privacy protection cache policy includes overwriting personal information by random data in DIMM/NVM. Proposed cache policy is more economical and effective for the privacy protection. In future, we need to study new cache architectures to meet "the duty to delete" in main memory systems. 
